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Structure of the reovirus outer capsid and dsRNAbinding protein s3 at 1.8 AÊ resolution
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The crystallographically determined structure of the
reovirus outer capsid protein s3 reveals a two-lobed
structure organized around a long central helix. The
smaller of the two lobes includes a CCHC zinc-binding site. Residues that vary between strains and serotypes lie mainly on one surface of the protein; residues
on the opposite surface are conserved. From a ®t of
this model to a reconstruction of the whole virion
from electron cryomicroscopy, we propose that each
s3 subunit is positioned with the small lobe anchoring
it to the protein m1 on the surface of the virion, and
the large lobe, the site of initial cleavages during
entry-related proteolytic disassembly, protruding outwards. The surface containing variable residues faces
solvent. The crystallographic asymmetric unit contains two s3 subunits, tightly associated as a dimer.
One broad surface of the dimer has a positively
charged surface patch, which extends across the dyad.
In infected cells, s3 binds dsRNA and inhibits the
interferon response. The location and extent of the
positively charged surface patch suggest that the
dimer is the RNA-binding form of s3.
Keywords: capsid/dsRNA-binding protein/reovirus/s3/
X-ray crystallography

Introduction
Reoviruses are important models for the study of viral
pathogenesis. They have spherical, non-enveloped parÊ in outer diameter (Dryden et al., 1993). The
ticles, ~850 A
reovirus `core' or `inner capsid particle' (ICP), which
contains ®ve of the eight structural proteins, has an
icosahedrally symmetric framework formed by the protein
l1 and stabilized by a second protein, s2 (Reinisch et al.,
2000). The l1 shell encloses the 10 dsRNA segments of
the viral genome and the components of the viral
transcriptase/replicase, l3 and m2 (Dryden et al., 1993).
The ICP bears turret-like structures, pentamers of l2, on
ã European Molecular Biology Organization

the 5-fold positions of its outer surface (Dryden et al.,
1993; Reinisch et al., 2000). In the virion, the outer-shell
proteins, m1 and s3, ®ll the surface between the projecting
l2 turrets, forming a fenestrated T = 13 (laevo) lattice
(Metcalf, 1982). The remaining structural protein, s1,
inserts at the 5-fold axis into the tips of the turrets (Furlong
et al., 1988; Dryden et al., 1993). The ICP can transcribe,
cap and export mRNA (Shatkin and LaFiandra, 1972), and
it indeed functions as a transcriptional complex in the
cytoplasm of an infected cell (Borsa et al., 1981). The
function of the outer-shell proteins is to introduce the ICP
into the cytoplasm.
In cultured cells, the entry phase of the reovirus
infection cycle includes distinct steps of attachment,
endocytic uptake, outer-shell uncoating and transmembrane penetration into the cytoplasm (reviewed by Nibert
et al., 1996). Attachment to cell-surface receptors is
mediated by the outer capsid protein s1 (reviewed by Lee
and Gilmore, 1998). After receptor binding, virions are
taken up into endocytic compartments, where endosomal
proteases digest s3 (Silverstein et al., 1970; Chang and
Zweerink, 1971). This proteolytic step can be mimicked
in vitro by chymotryptic digestion of puri®ed virions
(Joklik, 1972; Shatkin and LaFiandra, 1972). The
infectivity of the resulting intermediate subviral particles
(ISVPs) is generally similar to that of virions (Nibert et al.,
1995). In a subsequent step, the ISVP perturbs the integrity
of an adjacent membrane bilayer (Tosteson et al., 1993),
presumably through the action of the exposed m1
(Lucia-Jandris et al., 1993; Hooper and Fields, 1996;
Chandran et al., 1999), allowing the ICPs to gain access to
the cytoplasm (Borsa et al., 1981). The s3 protein thus
serves as a protective cap for m1 in virions, and its removal
by proteolysis primes the ISVP for membrane penetration.
The presentation of s3 on the surface of a virion is
critical for its function as a cap for m1. s3 and m1 ®rst
associate as a hetero-oligomeric complex in the cytoplasm
and then assemble onto the surface of a maturing virion
(Lee et al., 1981; Shing and Coombs, 1996). The unit for
cooperative assembly of m1 and s3 is a trimer of m1 with
three s3 subunits bound on its periphery (K.Chandran and
M.L.Nibert, unpublished; S.Liemann and S.C.Harrison,
unpublished). In maps of the virion obtained by electron
cryomicroscopy, (m1)3(s3)3 `heterohexamers' occupy
local and strict 3-fold positions in the T = 13 (laevo)
lattice (Dryden et al., 1993). Electron cryomicroscopy also
shows that the s3 subunits project above the level of m1, so
that the virion surface appears to have rings of six knobs
around the local 6-fold axes (Dryden et al., 1993). The
rings surround solvent channels that extend inward toward
the l1/s2 framework beneath. There appear to be few, if
any, s3±s3 contacts around these rings, however.
Like structural proteins of many viruses, s3 has an
additional, regulatory function. Reoviruses activate host
979
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antiviral defense mechanisms by inducing synthesis and
secretion of interferon and other cytokines, and they are
believed to counteract these induced defenses through the
dsRNA-binding properties of s3 (Huismans and Joklik,
1976; Sharpe and Fields, 1982; Imani and Jacobs, 1988;
Lloyd and Shatkin, 1992; Seliger et al., 1992; Beattie et al.,
1995; Schmechel et al., 1997; Yue and Shatkin, 1997).
Interferon induces the dsRNA-dependent protein kinase
PKR, which in the presence of dsRNA phosphorylates the
a-subunit of initiation factor eIF-2, thereby shutting off
translational initiation (Hovanessian, 1991). Inhibition of
protein synthesis in virus-infected cells (presumably those
with excess, unprotected dsRNA) limits viral spread
(Clemens, 1996; Mathews, 1996). Covering double-strand
regions of RNA, which can occur as stems even in singlestrand mRNAs, may restrict the PKR response. Inhibition
of host protein synthesis by reovirus strains segregates
with the S4 gene segment, which encodes s3 (Sharpe and
Fields, 1982). Consistent with the notion that s3 prevents
PKR activation by competing for binding to dsRNA
(Imani and Jacobs, 1988; Giantini and Shatkin, 1989),
transient or stable expression of s3 alone does not
in¯uence cell growth or protein expression (Lloyd and
Shatkin, 1992; Yue and Shatkin, 1996). The activities of
the vaccinia virus E3L protein (Chang et al., 1992) and
adenovirus VAI RNA (Mathews and Shenk, 1991), which
both block activation of PKR, represent related strategies
for inhibiting the interferon pathway. Indeed, s3 expressed
transiently from transfected cDNA of the reovirus S4 gene
restores viral protein synthesis in cells infected with
mutant E3L± vaccinia virus (Beattie et al., 1995) or dl31
VAI± RNA adenovirus (Lloyd and Shatkin, 1992). In these
transfection experiments, both enhancement of chloramphenicol acetyltransferase reporter translation and
restoration of viral protein expression correlate with the
dsRNA-binding capacity of s3 (Beattie et al., 1995; Yue
and Shatkin, 1997).
The s3 protein, which folds from a 365-residue
polypeptide chain, contains a tightly bound zinc ion. s3
interacts with dsRNA in a manner independent of RNA
sequence but dependent on duplex length (Huismans and
Joklik, 1976; Yue and Shatkin, 1997). Site-directed
mutagenesis has implicated several basic amino acids in
dsRNA binding (Denzler and Jacobs, 1994). Mutational
analysis shows that loss of the zinc-binding site results not
only in decreased intracellular stability, but also in loss of
the ability of s3 to interact with m1 (Mabrouk and Lemay,
1994a; Shepard et al., 1996); loss of zinc does not,
however, appear to affect dsRNA binding (Shepard et al.,
1996).
Ê resolution of s3
We describe here the structure at 1.8 A
from reovirus type 3 Dearing (T3D). The architecture of
s3 is unlike that of other characterized proteins performing analogous functions of virus stabilization or dsRNA
binding. Several features of its two-lobed structure,
together with the ®t into a low-resolution map of the
virion obtained by electron cryomicroscopy, suggest a
speci®c orientation for each s3 subunit on the viral
surface, with the small lobe contacting m1 and the large
lobe projecting into the surrounding solvent. The ®t also
suggests that to coat the virion during assembly, a s3
subunit undergoes only subtle rearrangements from the
conformation we see in the crystal. The zinc-coordinating
980

residues of s3 are found within the small lobe, and regions
important for protease cleavage during viral entry are
found in the large lobe. The presence of a tight dimer in the
crystallographic asymmetric unit and the strong tendency
for s3 to dimerize in solution suggest, however, that the
dsRNA-binding form of the protein is dimeric. The
observed dimer has an extensive, positively charged
patch on one surface, which we propose interacts with
RNA.

Results
Preparation and structure determination

s3 was expressed in Sf21 cells and puri®ed as described in
Materials and methods. The elution volume in the ®nal
Superdex-200 step suggested a dimer; dynamic light
scattering and analytical ultracentrifugation supported
this conclusion (data not shown). The protein crystallized
in space group P212121, with two molecules in the
asymmetric unit and a solvent content of ~52%. These
crystals, ¯ash frozen in liquid nitrogen, diffracted to a
Ê . We used a combination of multiple
resolution of 1.8 A
isomorphous replacement (MIR) and multiple wavelength
anomalous dispersion (MAD) methods to determine
phases. The entire polypeptide chain was traced from the
MIR/MAD map. The two molecules in the asymmetric
unit are very similar, signi®cant differences being limited
to the orientation of some of the surface side chains
involved in crystallographic contacts.
Structure description

Overall outline and structure of the two lobes. The s3
monomer is a two-lobed structure, organized around
a central helix spanning the length of the protein
(Figures 1 and 2). The overall dimensions of s3 are
Ê . Viewed from one side, the protein
~76 3 35 3 35 A
narrows at the center, separating it into a smaller and a
larger lobe. Although the N-terminal residue is in the small
lobe and the C-terminal residue is in the large lobe, the
chain passes back and forth between lobes (Figures 2 and
3); thus, the two lobes do not strictly correspond to the
sequential N- and C-terminal sections of the protein. Of
the three sections of chain passing between the small and
large lobes, helix B is the only one with de®ned secondary
structure. The joint between the lobes may therefore be
somewhat more ¯exible than the remainder of the protein.
Comparison of this protein with the DALI database of
protein structures (Holm and Sander, 1995), taking the
small and large lobes separately or together, did not reveal
any homologous structures.
The small lobe contains ~140 residues in two segments
(residues 1±90 and 287±336), and contains a CCHC zincbinding motif, which appears to be crucial for maintaining
the structure of the small lobe. The small lobe contains
helix A, a four-stranded anti-parallel b-sheet (strands 1±4),
and the N-terminal part of the long central helix B (Figures
1 and 3). A loop from the large lobe completes the small
lobe with a hairpin of bent helices F and G.
The large lobe contains ~225 residues in two segments
(residues 91±286 and 337±365). It begins with the second
half of the long central helix (helix B) and, in addition to
the remaining helices (C, D and E), includes two-, threeand four-stranded anti-parallel b-sheets all composed of
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Fig. 1. The folded structure of the reovirus s3 polypeptide chain. b-strands are represented by green ribbons with arrowheads, a-helices by blue coiled
ribbons and connecting loops by thin orange tubes. The zinc atom is represented by a red sphere. (A and B) Views of the structure rotated 90° with
respect to each other about the long axis. View (B) is oriented such that the solvent channel within a ring of six is on the front face; the small lobe on
the left would point toward the center of the virion and the large lobe, on the right, would protrude outward from the virion surface (see Figure 6).

Fig. 2. Amino acid sequence of reovirus s3. Elements of secondary structure are color coded as in Figure 1. Helices are labeled with letters in blue,
b-strands with numbers in green. Residues coordinating zinc are red, residues affecting m1 binding are orange and residues affecting dsRNA binding
are yellow. Residues 16 and 354 (discussed in the text) are underlined in black. Residues in the dimer interface are shaded gray, variable residues are
underlined in red and the epitope recognized by monoclonal antibody 4F2 is boxed in green.
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Fig. 3. Folding diagram for s3. Helices are represented by blue
rectangles, and b-sheets are represented by clusters of green arrows.

non-consecutive strands (Figures 1 and 3). The C-terminus
is neatly contained as the middle strand of the threestranded sheet. The large lobe contains several extended
loops, which may provide the sites for the proteolytic
cleavages that start the disassembly process during
reovirus entry (see Discussion).
Zinc site. Among known zinc-binding structures (Branden
and Tooze, 1991), the CCHC zinc-binding motif of s3
(Figure 4) most closely resembles the retroviral zinc
knuckle, such as in the HIV nucleocapsid protein
(De Guzman et al., 1998). Cys51 on strand 3 and Cys54
on the turn between strands 3 and 4 coordinate a zinc,
together with residues His71 and Cys73. The zinc
coordination in s3 is the same as in the retroviral CCHC
motif with respect to the order of liganding residues, but
the a-carbon backbones of s3 and of the retroviral CCHC
zinc-binding motif do not superimpose well. Moreover,
the spacing of the residues between the coordinating
amino acids in s3 (CX2CX16HX1C) is quite different from
the consensus sequence of the retroviral zinc knuckle
(CX2CX4HX4C). Although the retroviral zinc knuckle
functions in RNA binding (De Guzman et al., 1998), the
lack of similarity of the protein backbones makes an
analogous mechanism for RNA binding by s3 unlikely.
Mutations in its zinc-binding residues do not affect the
capacity of s3 to bind dsRNA (Shepard et al., 1996).
Conserved and non-conserved residues. Amino acid
sequence alignments reveal that differences among s3
proteins from 16 reovirus isolates (Kedl et al., 1995),
including members of all three reovirus serotypes (Seliger
et al., 1992), map mainly to one side of s3 (Figure 5),
leaving a broad conserved surface on the opposite side.
This pattern suggests that the conserved side may be
involved in crucial contacts with other virion proteins,
primarily m1. The non-conserved side probably corresponds to the surface facing the solvent channels in the
center of the s3 rings of six seen in reconstructions from
electron cryomicroscopy (Dryden et al., 1993). The
982

Fig. 4. Zinc-binding site of s3. The zinc is represented by a red sphere,
sulfur atoms are in yellow, nitrogen atoms in blue and carbon atoms in
green.

surface of the non-conserved face is composed largely of
loops, while that of the conserved face is largely helical.
Fit into the virion image reconstruction from
electron cryomicroscopy

To examine the s3 structure in the context of the mature
virion, we attempted to ®nd the best ®t of our crystalloÊ resolution reconstruction from
graphic model to an 18 A
electron cryomicroscopy of a type 1 Lang (T1L) virion
(S.B.Walter and T.S.Baker, personal communication). The
model was ®rst positioned by visual inspection into one of
the knobs in a s3 ring of six with the small lobe packed
against m1. The virion map was then restricted to contain
only one s3 molecule. Using the roughly positioned
structure of s3, an electron density map was calculated to
Ê . This calculated map and the restricted virion map
18 A
were used in a real-space maximization of the correlation
of the corresponding electron densities. The correlation
was calculated pixel by pixel in the overlapping maps,
inside a mask derived from the structure. The optimization
was performed by alternating translational and rotational
searches, moving the model in small increments. The ®nal
®t has a correlation coef®cient of 0.80.
Because of the relatively symmetrical shape of the s3
monomer, there are two principal ambiguities in choosing
an initial orientation for re®nement: a poorly determined
rotation about the long axis of the molecule and a possible
¯ip of 180° about the midpoint, so that the large lobe packs
against m1. We tested a re®nement with a starting
orientation that differed from the best model by a 180°
rotation about the long axis. Although it converged to a
correlation of 0.79, the visual agreement of densities and
the overlap of boundary outlines were poor. The re®ned
correlation with an `upside-down' starting point was 0.75.
Not only is this value signi®cantly lower than the best ®t
described in the preceding paragraph, but also immunological evidence strongly favors a model with the small
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Fig. 5. Conserved and non-conserved residues. Residues in red are not conserved among different serotypes and isolates. Conserved residues are in
gray. Residues that make up the dimer interface are in darker gray (all are conserved). Views (A) and (B) are rotated by 180° with respect to each
other about the long axis. The orientation in (A) is the same as that in Figure 1B. Residues thought, based on mutational analysis, to be involved in
the binding of m1 (16, 64, 66 and 67) are shown in blue. Lys293, thought to be involved in the binding of dsRNA, is shown in yellow. Our ®t of s3
into the virion suggests that the entire conserved surface of the small lobe (dashed circle in B) may be in contact with m1. The protease-hypersensitive
loop is at the bottom right of (A) and at the top right of (B), extending roughly parallel to the long axis from the tip of the large lobe to the midpoint
of the molecule.

lobe of s3 packed contacting m1. The monoclonal
antibody 4F2 binds denatured s3 protein in immunoblots
and also binds virions (Virgin et al., 1991, 1994); thus, the
epitope it recognizes must be accessible on the virion
surface. This epitope has been mapped to include residue
116 in the large lobe by comparing the sequences of
binding and non-binding variants of s3 from different
reovirus isolates (Kedl et al., 1995). Recent experiments
with a mutant s3, engineered with changes at positions
119 and 120, extend this mapping. Unlike wild-type
protein, this mutant is no longer bound by 4F2 in
immunoblots, but the altered s3 is fully competent to
recoat ISVPs (J.JaneÂ-Valbuena, P.Jaramillo-Ferrada
and M.L.Nibert, unpublished). Thus, 4F2 recognizes a
sequence on helix C including residues between 116 and
120; moreover, these residues are not signi®cant for
anchoring s3 to the virion. We therefore conclude that on
the virion, the small lobe of s3 packs against m1, the large
lobe forms the knobs visible in electron microscopy

reconstructions, and the surface viewed in Figure 1B faces
toward the solvent channel in the center of the s3 rings of
six (Figure 6).
s3 is thought to undergo a conformational change upon
binding to m1, as demonstrated by heightened protease
sensitivity (Shepard et al., 1995). Successful ®tting of the
isolated protein model into the map of the m1-bound form
on the virion indicates that the conformational change can
not involve major tertiary structural changes. The absence
of a large conformational difference was suggested
previously by the observation that both free and m1bound forms of s3 react with conformation-dependent
antibodies (Shepard et al., 1995). A more likely difference
between free and m1-bound forms of s3 is disruption of the
dimer interface.
The dimer

Figure 7 shows the s3 dimer that constitutes the
crystallographic asymmetric unit. When viewed along its
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Fig. 6. Fit of the structure in the low-resolution map of the virion from electron cryomicroscopy of a type 1 Lang (T1L) virion (S.B.Walter and
T.S.Baker, personal communication). (A) A cross-section of a ring of six s3 proteins on the surface of the virion, with a view tangential to the
curvature of the virion, and the center of the virion below the ®gure. (B) A view looking down on the surface of a virion. The virion map is shown in
blue, and s3 models are displayed as a-carbon backbone traces in yellow. The orientation of the central model in (A) is the same as that in Figure 1B,
with the small lobe on the bottom. The white lines in the upper right hand corner of (B) indicate a trimer of the underlying protein, m1.

2-fold axis, the dimer has a parallelogram-like aspect,
Ê , and ~35 A
Ê thick. The dimer interface buries a
~76 3 70 A
Ê 2 from each monomer, 1535 A
Ê 2 from the
total of 2700 A
2
Ê
small lobe and 1165 A from the large lobe. Interface
contacts include residues 2, 4±7, 9, 10, 47, 57, 60, 62, 312,
313, 333 and 334 in the small lobe, and 164, 250, 254±257,
276±279, 338 and 342 in the large lobe. The surfaces at the
dimer interface lie on the broad, conserved stripe
(Figure 5), and all residues in the dimer contact are
conserved among strains and serotypes.
A map of surface electrostatic potential in the s3 dimer
(Figure 7) shows a rather even charge distribution over one
of the two broad surfaces, but a large, positively charged
patch that spans the two subunits on the other broad
surface. This patch stands out as a likely surface for
dsRNA binding. In addition to the overall positive charge,
which might be involved in non-speci®c interaction with
the backbone of an RNA duplex, this site includes Lys293
(Figure 7), which mutational analysis has implicated in
dsRNA binding (Denzler and Jacobs, 1994). The two
Ê , and it is thus
copies of Lys293 are separated by ~30 A
possible for them to interact similarly with consecutive
turns of an A-form dsRNA helix.

Discussion
Cleavage susceptibility

The susceptibility of s3 to proteolytic cleavage has
consequences for virion stability and initial uncoating.
Although the speci®c sites cleaved during uncoating have
yet to be identi®ed, two independent lines of experimentation point toward a section on the large lobe as the most
likely locus for initial cleavages. Many different proteases,
including alkaline and acid proteases, cleave ®rst within a
hypersensitive region between residues 210 and 242
(J.JaneÂ-Valbuena, L.A.Schiff and M.L.Nibert, unpub984

lished). When reoviruses are present in the gut, s3 is
cleaved in the lumen of the small intestine by alkaline
serine proteases (Bodkin, 1989; Bass et al., 1990), while
during infection of cells via endosomes, acidic cysteine
proteases are required (Sturzenbecker et al., 1987; Baer
and Dermody, 1997). Reovirus strains T1L and T3D differ
in their cleavage patterns and susceptibility to proteases,
and the C-terminal region from residue 266 to 365 has
been shown to contain the primary determinants of this
difference (JaneÂ-Valbuena et al., 1999). We note that these
C-terminal residues lie near parts of the protease-hypersensitive region within the large lobe of the subunit,
supporting the idea that stability of this lobe affects
protease sensitivity. Studies are currently under way to
identify these sequence determinants more precisely.
Viruses propagated in persistently infected cultures (PI
viruses) have been shown to acquire mutations that affect
viral entry. The S4 gene plays a critical role in the
establishment of persistent infection (Ahmed and Fields,
1982). PI viruses can grow in the presence of ammonium
chloride, a weak base that blocks acid-dependent proteolysis of viral outer capsid proteins during viral entry
(Dermody et al., 1993). This trait segregates with the S1
and S4 genes, and the amino acid sequence of the S4 gene
of six different PI viruses shows that they have one
mutation in common: a Tyr to His substitution at position
354 (Wetzel et al., 1997). A result of this mutation is that
proteolysis of PI viruses occurs with faster kinetics than
that of wild-type viruses (Wetzel et al., 1997). Tyr354,
located just before b-strand 12, is packed in a hydrophobic
pocket that includes Tyr223, Tyr225, Leu228, Tyr238,
Leu242, Val243 and Phe349. The carbonyl oxygen of
Tyr354 also makes contacts with the end nitrogen of
Lys234. A His at this position may destabilize the structure
surrounding this pocket, rendering it more susceptible to
degradation.
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Fig. 7. Surface representation of the s3 dimer. Regions of positive
electrostatic potential are shown in blue; regions of negative potential
in red. The orientation of the top molecule in (A) is identical to the
orientation in Figure 1A, and (B) is a view of the molecule rotated
180° about the long axis. Just left and right of center in (A) are
positively charged patches in each monomer surrounding Lys293
(arrows), which we propose are the sites for binding dsRNA.
Ê.
Scale bar, 10 A

m1 binding
A variety of experiments indicate that the small lobe of s3
is the principal contact with m1. The presence of zinc ion
appears to be important for stabilizing the small lobe, and
mutations of the zinc-coordinating residues Cys51 and
Cys54 indeed abolish the ability of s3 to associate with m1
(Shepard et al., 1996). Mutations at positions 16, 64, 66
and 67, which lie on helix A and the loop between b4 and
helix B, also reduce or abolish binding to m1 (Mabrouk and
Lemay, 1994a), but a mutation in the putative dsRNAbinding residue Lys293 does not (Shepard et al., 1996).
Temperature-sensitive (ts) mutants also help de®ne the
surfaces that participate in m1 binding. Group G ts mutants
(the prototype being tsG453) have a lesion in the S4 gene;
they are defective in outer capsid assembly at the
restrictive temperature, resulting in production of corelike particles (Fields, 1971; Morgan and Zweerink, 1974;
Danis et al., 1992). Indeed, at restrictive temperature, s3
and m1 fail to associate, and immuno-co-precipitation has
suggested that a s3±m1 interaction is required for their
condensation onto cores (Shing and Coombs, 1996). The

tsG453 s3 differs from wild-type T3D at three positions:
Asn to Lys at 16, Met to Ile at 141 and Glu to Asp at 229
(Danis et al., 1992; Shing and Coombs, 1996). The
mutation at position 16 alone is suf®cient to prevent
s3±m1 interaction (Mabrouk and Lemay, 1994b; Bergeron
et al., 1998). It also results in an unexplained increase in
dsRNA binding. In the wild-type structure, Asn16 on
helix A hydrogen-bonds with the carbonyl oxygen of
Ê ), but its side chain is otherwise exposed at
Val334 (2.9 A
the bottom of a deep groove. Replacement with a large
side chain such as lysine might simply prevent, by steric
hindrance, the binding of m1. The interaction of Asn16
with Val334, with possible effects on s3 dimerization or
on the conformation of segments surrounding Lys293,
might explain the increase in dsRNA binding associated
with the Lys16 mutation.
Certain mutations in s3 have been observed to cause
extragenic suppression of ts mutations in m1. The tsA(201)
clone contains one such mutation within the m1-encoding
M2 genome segment (Mustoe et al., 1978). Two suppressors of this mutation have been mapped to the S4 genome
segment in two different extragenically suppressed
revertants (McPhillips and Ramig, 1984). The revertant
RtsA(201)-101 contains a single mutation in s3: a Glu to
Ala substitution at amino acid 217 (Jayasuriya, 1991). The
other revertant, RtsA(201)-121, has a single Gly to Ser
substitution at amino acid 47 in s3 (Jayasuriya, 1991).
Assuming that the extragenic suppression of the tsA(201)
phenotype is due to compensating protein interactions,
these locations on s3 are likely to mark sites of interaction
with m1. Gly/Ser47 is located on strand 3, in agreement
with the proposed m1-binding surface. Glu/Ala217 is on a
large loop between strands 7 and 8 in the large lobe, and it
is less clear how this residue might participate in s3±m1
interaction. Our ®t of the s3 model into the reconstructed
electron microscopy image indicates that the whole
conserved face of the small lobe (left side of the molecule
as viewed in Figure 5B) may interact with m1. Because this
surface is also part of the dimer contact, m1 binding to s3
and s3 dimerization are probably mutually exclusive. The
apparent m1-binding surface is more extensive than the
dimerization surface, consistent with the higher af®nity of
the m1± s3 interaction.
dsRNA binding

Despite its position on the outermost surface of the virion,
s3 is a dsRNA-binding protein, binding speci®cally to
RNA duplexes of minimal length 32±45 bp (Yue and
Shatkin, 1997). This capability is tightly linked to its
capacity to block the dsRNA-dependent activation of PKR
and to stimulate translation (Lloyd and Shatkin, 1992;
Beattie et al., 1995; Yue and Shatkin, 1997; Bergeron
et al., 1998). Gel-mobility shift assays have shown that the
presence of m1 blocks dsRNA binding by s3 (Yue and
Shatkin, 1997), and co-expression of m1 with s3 in
transfected cells negates the translation-stimulatory effect
of s3 alone (Tillotson and Shatkin, 1992). Thus, s3 that is
not complexed with m1 appears to counter the interferoninduced shutdown of host protein synthesis in the
cytoplasm of infected cells by binding dsRNA and
preventing PKR activation. Consistent with this hypothesis, high levels of m1-bound s3 correlate with transla985
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tional inhibition in reovirus-infected cells (Schmechel
et al., 1997).
While agarose±polyriboinosinic acid±polyribocytidylic
acid binding experiments show that the baculovirusexpressed protein we used for crystallization binds to
dsRNA (data not shown), we can not yet identify the
binding site on the structure with certainty. Arg236,
Arg239, Lys291 and Lys293 have been implicated by
mutational analysis in dsRNA binding (Denzler and
Jacobs, 1994), but these residues are located on distant
surfaces of the structure (helices E and F, respectively),
making it dif®cult to incorporate all four of them into one
putative binding region. Because arginines 236 and 239,
located on helix E at the end of the large lobe, are
completely buried, it is not immediately apparent how they
could contribute to dsRNA binding. Instead, because both
of these residues make extensive contacts with neighboring atoms, they are likely to be important for stabilizing
the overall structure of the large lobe. They may thus
in¯uence dsRNA binding indirectly. Lysines 291 and 293
are located on helix F of the small lobe, near the central
groove that separates the lobes. Lys291 is buried and
makes contacts with other atoms, but Lys293 protrudes
from the surface and makes no contacts with other atoms
in the structure. It is the best candidate for a direct RNA
contact. It is also part of the positively charged patch on
the s3 surface, as described above.
Although the dsRNA-binding surface on s3 can not be
identi®ed with certainty, it is clear that it is not similar to
the previously characterized dsRNA-binding domains
(RBDs) of other dsRNA-binding proteins such as PKR
(Nanduri et al., 1998), the Xenopus laevis RNA-binding
protein A (Ryter and Schultz, 1998), the Drosophila
staufen protein (Bycroft and Grunert, 1995) and
Escherichia coli RNase III (Kharrat et al., 1995). The
RBDs of these proteins are composed of two helices
¯anking a three-stranded anti-parallel b-sheet. Based on
secondary structure predictions, it had been suggested that
in s3 the residues implicated in dsRNA binding would
¯ank a b-sheet, and this region (amino acids 234±300) was
proposed to form a domain similar to these other dsRBDs
(Yue and Shatkin, 1996). In the structure presented here,
we see that the residues implicated in dsRNA binding are
spread out along the side of the protein and do not contact
each other. Thus, they do not form any type of domain or
structure on their own, even though there is in fact a
b-sheet in the sequence between helix E and helix F.
We propose that the form of s3 that binds dsRNA is the
dimer seen in the crystallographic asymmetric unit.
Cooperativity in binding of s3 to dsRNA would enhance
the selective coverage of double-stranded regions of RNA,
once the intracellular concentration of s3 attained a
critical level. Our proposal, that s3 binds RNA as a dimer,
leads to a simple picture for this cooperative association.
Contributions to cooperativity will include not only the
dimer interactions seen in our structure, but also contacts
between successive dimers bound with their 2-fold axes
aligned along local dyads of the RNA. Thus, interactions
between the `top' and `bottom' surfaces of the dimer, as
viewed in Figure 7, could also enhance RNA af®nity. If
aligned as proposed, each dimer would cover approximately two turns of an RNA double helix.
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Participation of the dimer in RNA binding may also
allow m1 to act as a regulatory switch. When suf®cient m1
is present, formation of m1±s3 complexes will compete
with s3 dimer formation and shift the usage of s3 away
from dsRNA binding.

Materials and methods
Expression and puri®cation
s3 protein was expressed in Sf21 cells infected with a baculovirus
carrying the reovirus S4 gene (JaneÂ-Valbuena et al., 1999). The
cytoplasmic and nuclear fractions of cells were separated. Nuclei were
resuspended in phosphate-buffered saline supplemented with NaCl to a
®nal concentration of 500 mM, and DNA and cellular debris pelleted at
20 000 g for 15 min. The supernatant was diluted 6-fold in 10 mM
Tris±HCl pH 7.4 and 5 mM MgCl2 to yield a ®nal NaCl concentration of
83 mM. This solution was applied to a heparin±Sepharose column and
washed with 100 mM NaCl buffer. s3 was eluted with a step to 200 mM
NaCl. The eluate was diluted 2-fold in 10 mM Tris±HCl pH 7.4 and 5 mM
MgCl2 to yield a ®nal NaCl concentration of 100 mM. This was loaded
onto a Mono-Q column (Amersham Pharmacia Biotech) and eluted with a
gradient to 500 mM NaCl. The s3 peak was collected, adjusted to 500 mM
NaCl and concentrated to <2.0 ml. In a ®nal puri®cation step, s3 was run
through a Superdex-200 size exclusion column (Amersham Pharmacia
Biotech) in 500 mM NaCl, 10 mM Tris±HCl pH 8.0 and 5 mM MgCl2.
Crystallization
Crystals were grown by hanging drop vapor diffusion at 4°C in drops
containing 1.5 ml of protein stock solution (15 mg/ml protein, 10 mM Tris
pH 8.0, 5 mM MgCl2, 500 mM NaCl) mixed with 1.5 ml of drop solution
[50 mM Tris±HCl pH 8.3, 5 mM MgCl2, 300 mM NaCl, 1±3%
polyethylene glycol (PEG) 6000]. The drops were equilibrated against a
well solution identical to the drop solution with the exception
of having 800 mM NaCl. Crystals grew in 2±4 weeks to a size of
200 3 200 3 400 mm. The crystals were harvested into a solution
of 50 mM HEPES pH 7.5, 600 mM MgSO4, 5% PEG 6000 and 10%
glycerol, and left to equilibrate for several hours at 4°C for 1 h to
overnight. The KAu(CN)2 derivative was obtained by soaking in the same
harvest buffer supplemented with 2.0 mM KAu(CN)2 for 2 days at 4°C.
Crystals were backsoaked in unsupplemented harvest buffer before
freezing. The Pt(NH3)2Cl2 derivative was obtained by soaking the crystal
in harvest buffer containing 2.0 mM Pt(NH3)2Cl2 for 4 days, and
backsoaking before freezing. The K3UO2F5 derivative was obtained by
soaking the crystal in harvest buffer with 0.2 mM K3UO2F5 for 5 days.
The Au and Pt double derivative was obtained as described above for
these compounds individually, but soaked together for 4 days.
Data collection and processing
Crystals belong to the space group P212121 with unit cell dimensions
Ê , a = b = g = 90°. They contain two s3
a = 77.9, b = 82.6, c = 132.3 A
molecules per asymmetric unit, implying a solvent content of ~52%.
Crystals were sequentially equilibrated for 30 min in harvest buffer with
glycerol concentrations of 15, 20 and 25%, then ¯ash frozen in liquid
nitrogen. The data collection statistics are shown in Table I. Native data
were recorded at the X25 beamline of the National Synchrotron
Lightsource at Brookhaven National Laboratory using the Brandeis
4-element CCD detector. MAD data from the KAu(CN)2 derivative were
recorded at the X12C beamline of the same synchrotron using the B1.2
Brandeis one-module detector. The X-ray ¯uorescence and transmission
from the derivative crystal were measured as functions of incident X-ray
energy in the vicinity of the gold L-III edge. Two energies were chosen
Ê ) and 11 929 eV
near the absorption edge: 11 924 eV (l = 1.03979 A
Ê ), corresponding to the minimum f ¢ and maximum f ¢¢,
(l = 1.03938 A
respectively. Two remote energies were selected at 12 203 eV
Ê ) and 11 916 eV (l = 1.04049 A
Ê ). A second data set
(l = 1.01600 A
from a KAu(CN)2 derivative was recorded at the Advanced Photon
Ê . All other derivative
Source on a Quantum-4 detector at l = 1.0000 A
data were recorded in our laboratory using a rotating anode X-ray
generator coupled with a Mar345 image plate detector. Intensities were
integrated and scaled using the programs DENZO and SCALEPACK
(Otwinowski and Minor, 1997), respectively.
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Table I. Data collection, phase determination and re®nement statistics
Data set

Native

A

P

U

A+P

A2

Ê)
Wavelength (A
Ê)
Resolution (A
Unique re¯ections
Redundancy
Completeness (%)
I/s
Rsym (%)

1.1000
25±1.8
79 737
5.7
99.1
14.2
5.9 (10.7)

1.5418
25±3.0
17 747
5.6
99.9
17.3
7.8 (17.4)

1.5418
25±2.5
30 435
4.5
99.1
24.3
5.3 (12.2)

1.5418
25±3.5
11 373
3.8
87.2
16.6
6.8 (12.8)

1.5418
25±3.0
17 871
5.4
97.3
22.1
6.1 (9.5)

1.0000
25±3.0
17 586
5.0
97.5
12.1
9.1 (18.3)

17.5
3
0.83/0.83
0.53/0.71
0.5660

19.4
9
0.84/0.89
0.58/0.74

12.4
4
0.96/0.97
0.31/0.40

23.7
5
0.85/0.84
0.49/0.64

19.4
3
0.87/0.87
0.39/0.51

Data set

f ¢ min

f ¢¢ max

Remote I

Remote II

Ê)
Wavelength (A
Ê)
Resolution (A
Rsym (%)
Ranom (%)
Unique re¯ections
Redundancy
Completeness
Anom. completeness
I/s
Mean ®gure of merit

1.03979
25±2.4
5.4 (10.3)
2.7 (6.2)
33 985
6.5
94.8
94.6
22.7
0.5980

1.03938
25±2.4
4.5 (9.5)
2.3 (5.6)
33 958
6.4
94.9
94.7
24.4

1.01600
25±2.4
4.7 (9.7)
2.7 (5.8)
34 038
6.5
96.5
96.2
23.2

1.04049
25±2.4
4.3 (9.2)
2.1 (5.6)
33 960
4.9
90.9
90.7
23.8

Phase determination (MIR)
Riso (%)
No. of heavy atom sites
Rcullis (centric/acentric)
Phasing power (centric/acentric)
Mean ®gure of merit
Phase determination (MAD)

Re®nement

Ê all data
25.0±1.8 A

R factor (%)
Free R factor (%)
Ê)
R.m.s. bond length (A
R.m.s. bond angles (°)

16.9
19.5
0.012
1.54

76 538 re¯ections
2390 re¯ections

A = KAu(CN)2.
P = Pt(NH3)2Cl2.
U = K3UO2F5.
A + P = double soak in A and P.
A2 = KAu(CN)2.
Values of Rsym and Ranom in parentheses are for the outer resolution shell.
Rsym = S|Ii ± <I>|/SIi
Riso = S||Fder| ± |Fnat||/S|Fnat|
Ranom = S|<I+ > ± <I±>|/S|<I+ > + <I±>|

Phasing, model building and re®nement
The structure was determined by combining phases from MIR from four
different derivative crystals with phases from MAD. Difference Patterson
maps were calculated from all the isomorphous derivative data sets, and
one of the gold atoms was located by visually solving the Patterson map
for the KAu(CN)2 derivative. All other atoms both in that derivative and
others were found by examination of difference Fourier maps. Phases
were calculated from these derivatives by MLPHARE (CCP4, 1994), and
improved by solvent ¯attening with the program DM. Including the
anomalous occupancies in the parameters to be re®ned by MLPHARE
allowed us to determine the correct hand. A different crystal derivatized
with the same Au compound was then used to collect a MAD data set. The
Remote II data set (see Table I) was used as the native against which
dispersive differences were phased from the other three data sets, because
of lack of con®dence in having accurately targeted the minimum f ¢
wavelength. Anomalous differences were used for phase generation in all
data sets except Remote I. MAD phases were again improved with the
solvent ¯attening program DM. Phases from these two solutions were
combined with the program SIGMAA. Two-fold averaging and phase
extension allowed signi®cant extension of the resolution of the map. The
high-resolution native data were used for crystallographic re®nement to
Ê . The complete model was built into this experimental map. After
1.8 A
several iterative cycles of re®nement using CNS (BruÈnger et al., 1998)

and model improvement, water molecules were placed automatically in
CNS. A simulated annealing composite-omit map was calculated to check
the ®nal model. Final Rwork and Rfree values of 16.9 and 19.5% were
obtained. The stereochemistry of the model was analyzed with
PROCHECK (Laskowski et al., 1993); 90% of the polypeptide backbone
dihedral angles were found to lie in the most favorable regions of the
Ramachandran plot, with the remainder in allowed regions.
Fitting the s3 model into the virion image reconstruction
from electron cryomicroscopy
Ê resolution image
To ®t our crystallographic model into an 18 A
reconstruction of the virion, the model was ®rst positioned by visual
inspection (program O; Jones et al., 1991) into one of the knobs in a s3
ring of six, with the small lobe packed against m1. The virion map was
then restricted to contain only one s3 molecule (with EXTEND in the
Ê
CCP4 suite), and using the roughly positioned model of s3, an 18 A
resolution electron density map was calculated (with SFALL and FFT in
the CCP4 suite). This calculated map and the restricted virion map were
used in a real-space maximization of the correlation of the corresponding
electron densities (with MAVE in the RAVE suite; Jones, 1992). The
correlation was calculated pixel by pixel in the overlapping maps, inside a
mask derived from the structure. The optimization was performed by
automatic alternation of translational and rotational searches. The initial
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Ê . The initial rotation step size was 2°, with a
translation step size was 0.5 A
convergence step size of 0.1. The value for swapping from translation to
rotation was 2.0 3 e±3; the criterion for correlation coef®cient convergence was set to 1.0 3 e±5. The sample density was 1.0 (all points used).
Preparation of ®gures
Figures were prepared with RIBBONS (Carson, 1991), GRASP (Nicholls
et al., 1991) and O (Jones et al., 1991).
Coordinates
The atomic coordinates are being deposited in the Protein Data Bank
(PDB ID 1FN9 and RCSB ID RCSB011736).
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